The critical impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on liver transplantation
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ABSTRACT

Health care systems worldwide were proven unprepared when faced with the COVID-19 pandemic and its ineffaceable effect. Facing COVID-19 complications led to the implementation of a great number of measures. The impact on solid organ transplantation and especially liver transplantations (LT) was noteworthy. Repositioning of personnel, lack of non-COVID ICU beds and suspension of operation for several departments are only a few of the factors contributing to the decrease of LTs performed, during the first and second waves of the pandemic. The restricted number of donors negatively affected the waiting lists. Scientific societies published new guidelines in an effort to widen the pool of donors. The aim of our study was to depict the major impact of COVID-19 on the liver transplantations performed worldwide and in Greece, taking into consideration both patients and health care systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic began at the end of 2019 in China and swiftly became a worldwide problem, affecting millions of people, thus requiring the immediate response of health care systems for diagnosis, treatment and prevention strategies. As an example, the employment of COVID-19-free surgical pathways, where surgery and postoperative care are delivered in areas without COVID-19 patients, provided a solution associated with lower rates of pulmonary complications [1-3]. COVID-19 has critically affected healthcare systems worldwide in a catalytic way, resulting in major alterations in transplantation of solid organs and especially liver transplantation (LT) [4]. The multiple consequences of a healthcare crisis as such should be considered in order to note its sweeping effect [5].

By way of illustration, the dramatic reduction of non-COVID intensive care unit (ICU) beds led to a consequential depletion of prospective deceased organ donors [6]. It is well known that ICUs constitute the main source of organ donors, in most cases brain dead patients with well-preserved organ function [7]. Several institutions and departments have suspended their operation, due to understaffing [8,9]. Blood donation departments came across the pandemic-related inability to provide blood products [10]. The puzzle is completed by the unsuccessful follow-up of patients with end stage liver disease, in need of LT, which leads to further complications.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE NUMBER OF PERFORMED LIVER TRANSPLANTATIONS

Searching the international bibliography and formal statistical data concerning LT, the negative effects of the COVID-19 outbreak become easily evident. In particular, during the first and second surge of the pandemic, a
universal decrease in LTs was noted, exceeding a 10% in deceased donors and 12% in living donor transplants [11].

In order to explain such a negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on LT, some facts should be initially highlighted. Worldwide, the vast majority of liver transplantation activity is performed in the public health sector. Unfortunately, these public hospitals were also responsible for dealing with COVID-19 pandemic, in most of the affected countries [12]. Additionally, many health care physicians (including surgeons, anesthesiologists, hepatologists or intensivists), as well as nursing staff, normally engaged in LT had been unavoidably repositioned or directed towards management of COVID-19 patients [13]. This condition subsequently inhibited or even postponed their activity in several LT fields, such as donor identification, organ allocation and transplantation surgery.

LT displayed great dissimilarities in regard to the impact and recovery from place to place. For instance, the eastern Mediterranean has been greatly affected during this period with a 42% decrease in LTs. In the areas of south-east Asia and India, percentages reached 29% and 31% respectively. The decrease was approximately 15% in the rest of Europe and even lower in America (about 5%) [11]. According to the Global Observatory on Donation and Transplantation (GODT), the decrease in LTs across Europe had been impressive during 2018-2021 [14]. In particular, while during 2019, 8963 LTs by deceased donors were conducted, the number decreased to 7590 and 6041 during 2020 and 2021 respectively. Simultaneously, LT in Eurotransplant (a collaboration of eight European countries for transnational disposal of allografts) faced a downward tendency following the pandemic waves. In 2021, 1463 transplants were conducted, while the previous two years the numbers were 1420 and 1536 for the years 2020 and 2019 respectively [6,15]. Rationally, the observed reduction in LT activities among most countries was pronounced during the lockdown periods. In reference to France, a 22% decrease in the number of nationally performed LTs was recorded within 2020 (from 556 in 2019 to 435 in 2020) [13]. On the other hand, Germany showed stable LT annual numbers (from deceased each year) from 2019 to 2021, achieving a remarkable compensation of temporary lower LT rates during both lockdown periods in 2020 [15,16].

Indicative of the problem’s severity is the fact that the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) issued a guideline in July 2020, according to which only liver implants with a low risk of dysfunction could be accepted [17].

The response of LT centers worldwide needs to be studied, aiming to explain the heterogeneity in the recovery of their activity [4]. For example, in Germany, given the preexisting organ shortage and the additional shrinkage of donor pools during COVID-19 outbreak, a great effort has been made in order to keep the LT activity at the highest possible level [18]. In line to this practice, a recent report from France focuses on the implementation of certain steps aiming to reorganize the LT program. These mainly include resource optimization, improvement of LT candidate risk stratification, optimal organ matching and effective screening protocols for COVID-19 [19].

The aspect of reduced ICU beds was less present in countries with a plethora of available ICU beds or the flexibility to create new ones [5,20]. In countries with shortage of ICU beds (such as Greece), priority was given to COVID-19 cases. The lack of available non-COVID ICU limited the potentiality of LT, when taking into consideration the necessity for intensive postoperative monitoring, as well as the great restriction to the pool of donors [6,21]. It should be noted that patients diagnosed with COVID-19 in need of ICU monitoring were initially considered inappropriate candidates for donation [22,23]. However, there is strong evidence that LT from active COVID-19 donors (low risk donors, with mild infection signs) in selected recipients with COVID-19 immunity could be a safe alternative of expanding organ pool [22,24,25]. The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) released in April 2022 a guidance based on current evidence and information regarding organ acceptance from donors with a history of COVID-19 [26].

Furthermore, according to the Spanish recommendations, a SARS-CoV-2 PCR positive deceased donor, may be considered as potential “non-standard” risk liver donor, as long as Covid-19 did not represent his cause of death [27].

Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has inevitably affected the acceptance of liver allografts and the number of LT in both transplantation centers of our country. LT in our country has become even more burdened, as a consequence of the already small number of solid organ donors in Greece, in combination with the occupancy of ICU beds from COVID-19 patients for the better part of the pandemic and the intrahospital dispersion of the virus. This negative influence, regarding Greece’s LT program, is mainly depicted in the second year of pandemic. In more detail, the cumulative annual numbers of performed LTs during 2019 and 2020 were comparable, namely 33 and 32 respectively. A significant decrease to only 24 performed cases has been observed within the year 2021. Fortunately, an increasing tendency was noted during 2022, when 36 LTs were performed, thus providing hope for normalisation (Figure 1). Notably, many transplantation centers all over the world have implemented practices of virtual appoint-
ments, enhancement of telemedicine and rolling schedule. Of great concern is the safety not only of the recipient, but of all the involved personnel [28,29]. Healthcare systems characterized by satisfactory organization, competency and ability of adaptation have shown swift recovery in regards to LT through this crisis [11].

Impact of COVID-19 on waiting lists and LT candidates

Furthermore, the pandemic had a negative effect, caused by multiple reasons, on the waiting lists for solid organ transplantation, including the liver. Interestingly, taking into account that many countries restricted their LT activity to urgent cases, all other candidates (including those with liver malignancies) were practically temporarily suspended for LT [30]. Moreover, patients with chronic liver disease or cirrhosis, knowing that they were at increased risk of developing severe clinical form, in case of COVID-19 infection, were afraid of visiting health care units. Consequently, many of them consciously avoided their planned clinic visits [31]. In addition, many candidates decided against undergoing LT during the pandemic due to several reasons. The risk of severe COVID-19 infection course under immunosuppressive therapy, or even the fear of staying alone during the early postoperative course, due to restrictive hospital visitor policies, depict some of them [32]. As a result, an increase in the mortality of patients on waiting lists is being noted [33]. Due to the decreased number of allografts, withdrawal from waiting lists has been noticeably reduced. A reduced number of patients were registered in waiting lists in several countries, an indication of poor follow-up of patients with liver disease [34].

Symptomatic SARS-COV2 infection presented more frequently in LT candidates rather than recipients. One possible explanation is the fact that recipients are more cautious due to their known immunosuppression [35]. LT candidates suffering from COVID-19 infection, presenting with dyspnea and a MELD score >15 face are shown to be at an increased risk of early death. Failure of the respiratory system was one of the main reasons to declare candidates ineligible. In order to be reactivated on the waiting lists, the patients have to be asymptomatic, with at least one or two negative SARS-COV2 tests. According to a multicenter cohort study no need for hospitalisation was linked to better survival, while patients with acute-on-chronic liver failure faced higher mortality [36].

Vaccination for preventable diseases is generally recommended early after the underlying disease is diagnosed [37]. Severe COVID-19 can be prevented, so pre-LT vaccination is generally recommended [38]. In cases that this is not a feasible option, the social circle of the candidate should get vaccinated. The first three-six months following LT, vaccination is advised to be avoided, due to decreased response of the immune system [39]. High dispersion of the virus provides reason for early vaccination after the transplant, but no sooner than 4 weeks. Also, acute cellular rejection is a contraindication against vaccination [40].

Impact of COVID-19 on LT recipients

The prevailing symptoms of LT recipients with COVID-19 include fever, cough and dyspnoea. It is interesting to note that abdominal symptoms and especially diarrhea were encountered more frequently in LT recipients rather than the general population. The presentation of diarrhea may be linked to the use of MMF [41].

The majority of liver recipients infected by SARS-COV2 are hospitalised, presenting increased risk of death when admitted to the ICU. Age, kidney function, the presence of history or active cancer and comorbidities seem to play an important role to survival. According to some studies, less symptoms were observed in patients infected early after transplantation [4,42]. Results, recently published, by a high-volume center, indicate that mortality rates in liver recipients infected by SARS-COV2 are higher in elective surgeries when compared to cases of acute liver failure [43].

Complete discontinuation of immunosuppression therapy did not prove to be beneficial. A positive effect on survival was noticed by the use of tacrolimus, possibly by inhibiting the replication of the virus and affecting the immunological response. Calcineurin inhibitors were continued in the majority of patients, but with reduced doses, while MMF was identified as independent predictors of severe disease [41,44,45].

Moreover, some reports of worse outcomes of LT during pandemic, (compared with the pre-COVID period) should
not be overseen [46]. Several factors may have contributed to these unfavorable results. One of the most significant seems to be the fact that many centers limited their LT procedures to only life-threatening situations. The policy of transplanting much sicker patients is unavoidably associated with longer hospital stay and higher complication rates in general. Further negative influencing factors seem to be the lack of blood products, the understaffing and the restriction to logistics related to LT during pandemic.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, it becomes clear that in order to protect the vulnerable field of LT in an era of crisis, optimisation of crisis management practices and reinforcement of the existing units are necessary measures. LT programs can only be conducted in big hospital institutions with long and multidisciplinary experience. During this period, plenty of changes were recognized in the field of LT. Our concern should be the proper treatment of patients, taking into consideration their safety. In order to provide them with the appropriate care more studies need to be conducted, focusing on the right time interval between vaccination or/and infection and liver transplant, as well as the handling of immunosuppression therapy. Furthermore, it is of crucial importance to recognize and study the possible risks and benefits of using grafts from COVID-19 patients with mild or severe disease, in order to once again expand the pool of donors. Overall, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact on LT worldwide, highlighting the need for continued research and adaptation to ensure that patients with liver disease can receive timely and appropriate care, even in times of crisis.
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